kaoskorner recordings
TK – producer/MC

It’s a known fact that every prominent Hip Hop producer starts their career spinning vinyl. After listening to icons such
as Kid Capri, Tony Touch, Pete Rock, and DJ Premiere, TK heard the foundation he had to build. His initial expression
of love for the Art began with making tapes for neighborhood friends. As his turntable skills evolved with mixtapes like
31 Flavors and Deviant Duties, TK began to feel unfulfilled playing other people’s music.
No Regrets, TK’s first endeavor into production, left listeners begging for
more. The ground-breaking mixtape was a collection of full length songs
and remixes featuring TK and assorted MCs from the old neighborhood.
‘My First Love is production, but damn it feels good to rock a rhyme!’ TK
proclaims proudly, ‘Spittin’ just came naturally when I was surrounded by
so much talent.’
As TK’s local fan base grew, the Washington, D.C. native realized it was
time to take his game to the next level. Collaborations with friend and fellow
producer t.E.CK! the instrumentalist (Educated Consumers, ResiNation)
yielded the release of the seven track Kaos Theory EP. An introduction of
TK’s talent on the microphone, this first release from kaoskorner recordings
acquired noteworthy praise from the Hip Hop Underground.

The Kaos Theory EP should be treated as a mandatory listening for hip-hop fans looking for something
creative, intense, fresh, and original. TK delivers masterfully crafted lyrics that leave a lasting impression,
and an intense craving for more… The whole EP is loopable, and there are never any dips, or breakdowns in
the quality of music. The music is very consistent. – Hiphophotspot.com
When asked what his music means to him, TK answers, “It’s an expression of my life in the rawest form.” Known for his
charismatic flow and up-tempo production, TK teams with t.E.C.K! the instrumentalist to bring you New School Hip
Hop with a refreshing sound reminiscent of yesteryear.
TK’s debut single We Don’t Care chronicles the trials and tribulations of the everyday struggle with a universal message
the underdog can appreciate. B-side Bonus Cut 1 Track Mind is a showcase of talent for TK as a producer and MC.
Accompanied by fellow rhyme slayers K-Cromozone and SeezMics, TK harnesses the chemistry that creates Old
School Vendetta.
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